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Rabbi Michael S. Beals December 15, 2010

Pearl Belfer

Pera Rifka bat Elhanan u’Malka

November 3, 1926 – December 13, 2010

Pearl Belfer left us in the week when Jews around the world were studying

Parashat Va-y’hi, the concluding portion from the Book of Genesis. On so many

obvious levels, it seems so appropriate a concluding text for Pearl’s life. Of

course, this is the conclusion of the first book of the Torah, Bereshit, and so we

feel we are concluding an epic story that was the life of Pearl Belfer. But the

parasha itself deals with the death of not one but two beloved biblical giants,

both Jacob and later, Joseph. And even though the Torah portion begins with the

death of Jacob at the age of 147, the parasha begins not with death, but with life.

The parasha is called Va-y’hi – and he lived. And HOW Jacob lived. For certain, it

wasn’t an easy life. When Joseph presents his father Jacob to Pharaoh, Jacob

exclaims: m’at v’ra’eem ha-yu y’may sh’nay hai-yai – few and hard have been the

years of my life. If anyone could have identified with Jacob’s lament, it would

have been Pearl, who could have given even our Patriarch, Jacob, a run for his

money when it came to describing a hard life. Yet, despite life’s challenges, of

which there were plenty, Pearl still managed to fill her life with family and friends,
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and by doing so, she lived a a far richer and well-lived life than people who had it

half as easy as her.

Pearl was born on November 3, 1926, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. She was

the sixth child born to Hayim and Molly Hamburger. Pearl’s father came over on

the boat from Lithuania, her mother from Latvia. Hayim originally had the

surname, Pulchevin, but when he got to this country, a cousin with the last name,

Hamburger, sponsored him, and Hamburger worked better for the custom

agents, and the name stuck. There was no J-date back then. Hayim and Molly’s

marriage was arranged. They came to Harrisburg because there was already

family established there, and Hayim, an ordained rabbi from Europe, made his

way as a purveyor and seller of junk. The home was an observant one. The

Hamburger family may have been poor materially, but they were rich with

children: Ida (Hurwitz), Benjamin, Abraham (called Abie), Bessie (Erdus), Sara

(Segal) and finally, finally Pearl. All the siblings have passed away accept 90-year

old Aunt Sara, for whom we wish good health and happiness. We are also blessed

to have many beloved nephews and nieces with us this afternoon, from Pearl’s

original five siblings, and they are all warmly welcome in Wilmington. From Ida to

Pearl there was a span of 16 years, so Ida was almost like a second mother to
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Pearl. And there was a six year gap between Sara and Pearl. Growing up, Sara

always had Pearl’s back. Sara says her baby sister was filled with pep, and a bit

sassy. When kids picked on Pearl, Sara came to her aid. And when life picked on

Pearl, with the early death of her husband, it was Sara who would always come to

her baby sister’s aid, with loving support, visits, daily phone calls. Sara and Pearl

had a very special relationship their entire lives.

Pearl graduated from Harrisburg’s William Penn High School in 1944. She

was first in her class and had she been born a boy, she would have been named

class valedictorian. She was an extraordinary young lady, known for her athletic

abilities on the basketball court to match her intellectual abilities. Based on her

academic achievements, Pearl was granted a full scholarship to college. But she

passed it up in order to help support her parents and siblings, so dire was their

economic situation. All her life, Pearl would put her family’s needs before her

own, always working to support her family. Our biblical patriarch Jacob claims he

had a hard life, but we know Pearl did.

She began her working career as a secretary in Harrisburg. Honing her

skills, she moved to Wilmington in 1956, where there were more opportunities, of

all kinds. You see, it was at this time, through a mutual friend, that she met her
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future husband, Sherwood Theodore Belfer, but Pearl Hamburger was like a force

of nature. She breezed through Wilmington, determined to conquer New York

City. Her independence, especially in the late forties, was really quite remarkable.

After about 15 months, with New York City now conquered, she returned to

Wilmington and began working as the Executive Secretary at William H. Fineberg

Furniture. Her mentor, Molly Wagenschnur, often joked that her trainee, Pearl,

was paid more than she was. Molly was one of many dear friends Pearl collected

along the way.

And now the year was 1958, and she was ready for Sherwood Belfer. You

see, Pearl, by her own account, was both fussy and picky. Not just any man would

do. Sherwood was a gentleman in every sense of the word – good looking, well-

mannered, a mench, from head to toe. He clearly met Pearl’s criteria. And of

course, Pearl, the hard-working brunette, with the smarts to go to college but the

dedication to care for a family, was quite a catch, in every way, herself. Rumor

has it that when Sherwood got around to proposing in the spring of 1959, Pearl’s

reported response was: “FINALLY, what took you so long?!” With the help of her

ever-supportive sister, Sara, it was Sara’s family rabbi, the famous Rabbi Sidney

Greenberg who married the couple in Philadelphia, on August 16, 1959.
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Now Sherwood was almost perfect in every way. I said “almost perfect”

because when he was a teen, he had contracted rheumatic fever which had

compromised his heart. Pearl knew about the problem and took her chances.

They only had four and a half years together, when on May 11, 1964, at the age of

only 39, Sherwood passed away from heart failure. Pearl, already a mother, was

within twenty days of giving birth to their second child. Sherwood died 46 years

ago, but Pearl could never remarry because she could never find a man who could

measure up to her Sherwood. As Sherwood was rushed out of the house at four

in the morning, Pearl promised him that their children would always be greeted

by her when they came home from school each day. Pearl’s challenge would be

how to both honor that promise and still earn a living to keep a roof over her

family’s head and food in their stomach. Knowing Pearl’s story, it is hard to take

seriously our Patriarch Jacob’s lament: “few and hard have been the years of my

life.”

Just a note. It was Johnny Gamiel who answered pregnant Pearl’s four-in-

the morning call to come over and get Sherwood to the hospital. This is the same

Johnny Gamiel who ran Nasharai on Marsh Rd. and Rathskellar on Market St.

Pearl never forgot that kindness, and in return did the bookkeeping for both
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restaurants, free of charge, for decades. In return, the Gamiel’s were known as

Uncle Johnny and Aunt Carol to Pearl’s kids, and both kids had their b’nei mitzvah

receptions at the Gamiel’s Rathskellar Restaurant. Pearl was always collecting

new friends throughout her life. But it would be Pearl’s amazing bookkeeping

skills that secured her family financially throughout the years.

The biggest blessings in Pearl’s life have always been her family – both the

family she was born into, and the family she created with her beloved Sherwood.

The first of Pearl’s blessings was Howard, born in 1960. He remembers his

mother always supporting and encouraging his endeavors in school, even as she

balanced her support for him, with work outside the house, during school hours.

As already noted, she always honored her commitment to her late husband by

being home when Howard, and later Susan, came home from school. Pearl

ensured that Howard, and later her daughter, would have quality Jewish

educations at Congregation Beth Shalom, culminating respectively in b’nei

mitzvah and Confirmation for both her children. Howard’s favorite dish growing

up was his mother’s London Broil. It was a rare treat, no pun intended, and

Howard loved it. Where Pearl was unable to attend university, Howard fulfilled

his mother’s dreams by attending Delaware Valley College in Doylestown as an
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undergraduate, and then attending Drexel, where he earned not just one but two

masters’ degrees. I want to take note of a very special experience Howard and

Pearl had, when in October of 1987, the two of them discovered Disneyworld

together – a place reputed for making dreams come true. Howard was 25 at the

time, and somehow the image of them both enjoying a carefree, child-like

experience of wonder and discover together in the Enchanted Kingdom, seems so

uplifting compared to Pearl’s nonstop effort to make a living. I am glad they had

that moment together.

With the help of Howard’s beloved wife, Sandy, Howard made his mother’s

most important dream come true with the birth of her only granddaughter, Lisa.

As the earth revolves around the sun, so too has Pearl’s life revolved around

Lisa’s. When Lisa would come to visit her Bubbe, Lisa got to rule the roost. And

Lisa claims that no one hugged better than her Bubbe. And no visit to Bubbe’s

was complete without her fish sticks and macaroni and cheese, the ultimate

comfort foods. Lisa’s successes at Charter School have been Pearl’s , and Lisa

needs to know, as she eventually goes off to college, her Bubbe will be going with

her, shepping naches every step of the way.

As I mentioned earlier, Susan was born in 1964, only 20 days after the
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death of her father. Needless to say, Susan and Pearl were very close all their

lives. Susan, especially in Pearl’s later years, provided a special comfort to her

mother. So profound was that relationship, that I must defer to Susan to tell that

story in her own words.

Let me just say, that as a loving mother, Pearl was also a dedicated

employee. She was a dedicated bookkeeper for Wilmington g.p. Dr. Joseph Glick,

then moving on to one of the most beloved pediatricians in Wilmington, Dr.

Maurice Leibesman, whose funeral I was honored to preside over some years ago.

When Susan went off to college, fulfilling another dream for Pearl, Pearl, now 55,

decided she needed full time work to support herself. No longer required to be

home when the kids got home from school, for the next 20 years she poured her

skills into the law practice of Potter, Anderson and Corrooon. You would think

when she retired, at the age of 75, she would then go on to really have fun in her

golden years. Alas, now that she was done working, not so long after, her body

slowly began to fail her, closing off possibilities which finally began to open up

after a lifetime of hard work. Jacob, the patriarch, exclaimed that “few and hard

have been the years of my life,” but Pearl truly knew hardship.
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Before I turn to Susan, I want to leave you with one last observation from

Howard worth noting. Howard said that he and his sister could not be two more

different people except for something vitally important. There were four core

values of their mother Pearl, that were so strong, so profound, that these for core

values run at the very core of both of their lives. Pearl’s for core values were: 1.

Honesty, 2. Financial Responsibility, 3. Personal Integrity, and 4. Honoring Your

Commitments. And there was one final piece of advice from Pearl which also

linked both siblings: “It doesn’t matter what you do in life, but be your best.”

May Pearl’s core values, which have so shaped Howard and Susan’s lives,

come to influence the lives of all of us gathered here today. May Pearl’s memory

be for a blessing, zichrona l’vracha, and let us say, amen.


